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Using a version of Ambrose’s theorem, we generalize the corona theorem to the 
setting of bounded analytic functions induced by flows. The structure of the maxi- 
mal idea1 space is also investigated; in particular, an open dense subset, just like the 
open unit disc in the classical case, is determined. 0 IYY I Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a compact Hausdorff space on which the real line R acts as a 
topological transformation group. This means that there is a one-parameter 
group {T,),., of homeomorphisms of X such that T,x is continuous on 
Xx R as a map of (x, t). Then {T,jlER will be referred to as a continuous 
flow on X. Let C(X) denote the space of all continuous complex-valued 
functions on X. Then the dual space of C(X) is the space of all bounded 
regular Bore1 measures on X, which will be denoted by M(X). A measure 
in .M(X) is called quasi-invariant if its null sets are preserved under the 
translation by { T, } fE R. We denote by HP(R) and LP(R), 1 bp d co, the 
usual Hardy and Lebesgue spaces on R, respectively. 
Let ,U be a positive quasi-invariant measure in M(X). A function 4 in 
L”(p) (resp. in C(X)) is analytic if the function of t, & T,x), lies in H”(R) 
for p - a.e. x in X (resp. for each x in X). The space of all analytic functions 
in L”(p) will be denoted by H”(p) although p may not be multiplicative 
on H”;(p). We notice that (T,},.. may be extended uniquely in the 
obvious fashion to be weak-* continuous one-parameter group of 
automorphisms of L”(p) (see Proposition 1 in [3]). If @ is a function in 
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L”(p) and if f is in L’(R), then the convolution e *f is defined to be the 
weak-* convergent integral, 
I) *f(x) = J-l $(T,x)f(t) dt. (1.1) 
x2 
When $ lies in C(X), II/ *f is defined to be the Bochner integral in C(X). 
Then we see that $ lies in H=(p) if and only if 11/ *f = 0 for each f in 
H’(R). This assures that H”(p) is a weak- * closed subalgebra in L”(p). 
The space of all analytic functions in C(X), which is clearly a uniformly 
closed subalgebra, will be denoted by A(X). 
Let P,(t) be the Poisson kernel Im z/rc 1 t - z 1’ in the upper half-plane 
R< = (z; Im z>O}. If 4 lies in H”(p), then the function of t + ir, 
q5 * P,,( T,x), represents the analytic extension of 4( T,x) to R: for p-a.e. x 
in X. 
We recall some facts about the corona solutions in the classical case, 
which can be found in detail in [8]. Suppose that fi, . . ..fN in H”(R) 
satisfy 11 f, 11~ d 1, 1 <j d N, and 
max I&(z)1 3 1 --E>O 
l<j<N 
on R: for a given E > 0. Then there are g,, . . . . g, in H”(R) and a constant 
A( N, E) > 0 satisfying 
g,f,+ '.. +g,f,=l 
and 
II gj II m d 1 + A(N, ~1, l<J’<N. 
Moreover A( N, E) --+ 0, as E -+ 0, if N remains fixed. We may precisely take 
(1.2) 
where C(N) denotes a constant depending only on N (see [ 16, 
Theorem 21). In what follows, A(N, E) always stands for this constant. 
Our objective in this paper is to establish analogous results for bounded 
analytic functions associated with flows, and such extensions stem from 
theorems of Xia [ 173. 
THEOREM 1. Let p be a positive quasi-invariant measure in M(X) and let 
H”(p) be as in above. For a given E with 0 <E < 1, suppose that 4,) . . . . #N 
in H”(p) satisfy 
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and 
max 19, * P,(X)1 3 1 -8 
1 SIGN 
,for ,u - a.e. x in X and all r > 0. Then there are $, , . . . . LC/N in H”(p) such that 
$141+ ..’ +$NdN= 1 (1.3) 
II $, II m G 1+ A(N EL 1 <jbN, (1.4) 
where A(N, E) is the constant in (1.2). 
The following is a geometric characterization of the maximal ideal space 
of H”(p). 
THEOREM 2. Let p and H”(p) be as in Theorem 1, and let AK be the 
maximal ideal space of Hz (,a). Suppose that { T, } , t R has no fixed points in 
X. Then there is a compact Hausdorff space X, on which a continuous flow 
{%I,,, is defined, such that the big disc X x (0, 1) may be embedded in AZ 
as an open dense subset. 
A quasi-invariant measure in M(X) is said to be ergodic if each invariant 
set is either negligible or has negligible complement. Recall that if p is an 
invariant ergodic probability measure in M(X), then p is multiplicative on 
Ha(p). Furthermore, H”(p) becomes a weak- * Dirichlet algebra in L”(p) 
(see [ 11, Theorem I]). In this setting Xia proved, among other things, 
Theorem 1 in [17] and our results are deeply motivated by his. However, 
his techniques, which contain a nice discussion about conditional expecta- 
tions, are different from ours and rest essentially on separability and 
ergodicity. On the other hand, our approach is to use a version of 
Ambrose’s theorem to establish a relation between the classical corona 
theorem and our cases. Then we produce the corona solutions with the aid 
of the Banach-Alaoglu theorem. 
In the next section, we deal with a special case of Theorem 1. By using 
this case and the flow under a function, Theorem 1 is proved in Section 3. 
In Section 4, after preparing some lemmas, the structure of J%‘~ is 
investigated, we close with some remarks in Section 5. 
2. THE CASE OF CYLINDER ALGEBRAS 
We begin by showing an extension of the corona theorem, which is a 
special case of Theorem 1. Let (Y, v) be a probability space and let 
HP( Y x T), 1 <p < co, be the space of all functions 4 in LP(dv x d0/2n) such 
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that the function of f3, d(y, e’“), lies in the usual Hardy space HP(T) on the 
unit circle T for v - a.e. y in Y. If $ is in L’(dv x &/27c), then the Fourier 
coefficient a,(y) is defined by 
a,,(~)=&/*~ e~ine~(y, e’“)de 
0 
for each integer n. Then a,(y) lies in L’(v) as a function of y by Fubini’s 
theorem. Since a bounded function I$ lies in H”( Y x T) if and only if 
a,Jy)=O for n= -1, -2 ,..., we see that H”( Y x T) is a weak- * closed 
subalgebra of L”(dv x d0/2x). 
Let d be the open unit disc and let P,(0) denote the Poisson kernel 
Re { (1 + re”)/( 1 - rej”)} on T. Then every q4 in H’( Y x T) has naturally the 
analytic extension to Y x A by 
d( y, re”) = & jIa q5( y, eie) P,(t - 0) de. 
PROPOSITION 1. LetO<E<l,andsuppose thatd,,...,d,in H”(YxT) 
satisfy the conditions, 
II dj II oc d l3 1 dj<N, (2.1) 
and 
max I~,(Y, z)l 3 1 --E (2.2) 
I<j<N 
for v - a.e. y in Y and for all z in A. Then there are $, , . . . . $ N in H “( Y x T) 
such that 
and 
II $j II a d 1 + A(N3 &I, l<j<N. 
This is derived from the regular corona theorem 
Alaoglu theorem. We need an artificial definition. If 
and the Banach- 
lEj)r=l is a finite 
partition of Y with v(E,) > 0, and if b, lies in H”(T), then 
P(Y, eis) = i bi(eie) xE,(y) 
j= I 
defines a function in H”( Y x T), where xE, denotes the characteristic func- 
tion of Ej. Such a function is called an analytic step-function. Let 9’ be the 
family of all analytic step-functions on Y x T. Since Y is a subspace, it 
follows from the Hahn-Banach theorem that 9’ is dense in H’( Y x T) in its 
norm topology. We denote by B the closed unit disc. 
580 102 2-8 
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LEMMA 2.1. Let qf~ be a function in H”( Y x T) with 114 113o d 1 and let 
0 < r < 1. Then, for a given 6 > 0, we may find an analytic step-function p 
with I/ p /I m < 1 such that there is a measurable set E in Y with v(E) < 6 for 
which 
P(Y> 2) = 1 
on Ex~. and 
I P(Y, z) - 4(y, rz)l < 6 
on ( Y\E) x d. 
Proof. We assert, to begin with, that there is no loss of generality in 
assuming that the function of z, #(y, z), is analytic on A, and satisfies 
I d( y, z)l d 1 for all y in Y. Since { 1 z I d r} is separable, it follows from 
Fubini’s theorem that the function of y, 
Wy)=max ~Idbsz)l; Izl Grj 
is measurable on Y. By the maximum principle, if we put 
F, = { y E Y; M(y) = 1 }, then the function of z, d( y, z), is a constant a,,(y) 
of modulus one for each y in F, . Since M(y) < 1 on Y\F,, there is a small 
q>O such that F,= {yE Y; 1 -q<M(y)< l} satisfies that v(Fz)<$?. 
Recall that Y is dense in H’( Y x T). Therefore, by Fubini’s theorem, we 
may choose an analytic step-function p, and a measurable subset F3 of Y 






for each y in Y\F,. Then the Poisson integral formula yields that 
I&Y, z) -P,(Y, z)l < mint%, 6) (2.3) 
on Y\F, x { )z I <r}. From this and the fact that M(y) < 1 -q on y\F,, it 
follows that 
I pIb, re’“)I < 1 -k 
on Y\(F, u F, u Fj) x T. We then define the analytic step-function p by 
P~(Y, reie) on Y\(F,uF,uF,)xT, 
P(Y, eie) = aO(y) on F,x T, 
1 on (F2 u F,)\F, x T. 
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Let E = (F, u F3)\Fl. Then we obtain v(E) < 6. By (2.3), we see easily that 
p and E satisfy the desired properties. 
Proof of Proposition 1. Let c,z~~, . . . . bN and E satisfy the hypotheses, and 
let {r,} beasequencesuchthatO<r,<l andr,+l,asn-+a.Weput 
4;“‘(Y, z) = 4,(Y> rnz), 16jdN. 
It then follows from Fatou’s theorem that 
II 4;“’ - 9, II 1 + 0, asn+a3, 
where /I ./Ii denotes the norm in L’(dv x &/27c) (refer to [13]). Let (6,) be 
also a sequence such that 0 ~6, < $(l -E) and 6, +O as n + co. Then 
Lemma 2.1 assures that there are analytic step-functions pjn’, 1 <j< N, 
satisfying that 
on Yxd, and 
I PyYY, z)l d 1 
max Ipj”‘(y,z)lbl-(&+6,)>~(1-E) 
l<j<N 
on Y x a. Observe that 
This implies that 
11 p’“’ - fj(n’ II ] d 36 , I II’ 
II Pj”’ - dj II L + O, as n+a2. (2.4) 
On the other hand, by virtue of the definition of analytic step-functions, 
the regular corona theorem shows that there are analytic step-functions 
(4 91 3--qN (n) in H” ( Y x T) such that 
qI”‘p’,“’ + . . + qjv”‘pjv”’ = 1 (2.5 
and 
II q!“’ II oc’ d 1 + A(N, 8 + a,), I l<j<N. (2.6 
Recall that H”( Y x T) is weak- * closed in L”(dv x &/27c). It then follows 
from (1.2), (2.6), and the Banach-Alaoglu theorem that each sequence 
(41”‘) has an accumulating point in H”( Y x T). Therefore, by a 
diagonalization process, we may take subnets {qj8’} of {qjn)}, 1 <j< N, 
such that { qjB’} converges to some function tij in H”( Y x T) in the weak- 
* topology. Since {qj8’) is bounded, it follows from (2.4) that {q,!“)pj”‘} 
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converges to I~/,c$~ in the weak- * topology. By (1.2) and (2.6), it is easy to 
see that 
II$jllx G l +A(N,E)9 1 dj<N. 
We also obtain by (2.5) that 
Ic/141+ ... +ICIN$N=L 
and this completes the proof. 
We next consider the measure space (Y x R, dv x dt). If C$ is in 
L”(dv x dt) and if f is in L’(R), the convolution I$ *f is defined to be the 
weak- * convergent integral 
d*f(~, t,=j- &y, t+s)f(s)ds 
-K 
(2.7) 
(compare with (1.1)). Let H”( Yx R) be the subalgebra of L”(dv x dt) con- 
sisting of all functions 4 such that the function of t, #(y, t), lies in H”(R) 
for v - a.e. y in Y. Then a function of 4 in L”(dv x dt) lies in H”( Yx R) 
if and only if 4 *f = 0 for all f in H’(R). Observe that each 4 in H”( Y x R) 
has an analytic extension to Y x R: by 
d(Y, f+ jr)=4 * Pi,(Y, t). 
Since the open unit disc A is conformally equivalent to R:, we obtain an 
analogue of Proposition 1 for H”( Y x R), which will be used in the proof 
of Theorem 1. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let 0 <E < 1. Suppose that dl, . . . . $N in H”( Y x R) satisfy 
(2.1) and (2.2) on Y x R: Then the conclusion of Proposition 1 holds for 
some t+b,, . .. . t,bN in H”( Yx R). 
3. TOGETHER WITH SPECIAL FLOWS 
In this section we discuss a version of Ambrose’s theorem, which allows 
us to assume that our situation has a special form. A method similar to 
that used in [lS] enables us to prove Theorem 1 as an immediate conse- 
quence of Lemma 2.2 and the Banach-Alaoglu theorem. 
Let V be an invertible measurable transformation on a probability 
space (0, v). Then I/ is called a quasi-automorphism of (Q, v) if v is 
quasi-invariant with respect o V; that is, null sets are preserved under the 
translation by V. Let { V, } IE R be a one-parameter group of quasi- 
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automorphisms on (s2, v). Then { V/r }tC R is said to be a quasi-flow if the 
map of (w, t), Vtw, is measurable on Q x R. Two quasi-flows { V,},, R on 
(Q 4 and WLR on (a’, v’) are said to be isomorphic if there are two 
invariant null sets N in Sz and N’ in Q’, and an isomorphism T of Q\N 
onto Q’\N’ such that V,w = T-’ Vi Tw for each t in R and w in Q\N. 
Let S be a quasi-automorphism on a probability space (Y, v), and let F 
be a positive measurable function on Y which is bounded and bounded 
away from zero. With this data, we may construct a so-called quasi-flow 
built under a function. Let X, be the region in Y x R under the graph of F; 
X,={(y,s);Ods<F(y)foryin Y}. 
Extend F to the function z on Y x 2 by 
n-1 




if n =O, 
-t(S”y, -n) if n < 0, 
where Z denotes the group of integers as usual. Let p be a positive 
measurable function on X, . We then define a positive measure p, in M(X, ) 
by 
4,(x $1 =P(Y, s) WY) x ds. (3.1) 
A quasi-flow {S, } , E R on (X, , p, ) is defined by 
SAY, s) = (0, s + t- $y, n)) (3.74 
if z( y, n) d s + t < r(y, n + 1). This quasi-flow is said to be buift up by 
(Y, v, F, p, S) succinctly, and a similar flow was first introduced by 
Ambrose [ 11. 
Let 0 be the measurable transformation of (Y x R, dv x dt) onto itself 
defined by 
O(Y, t) = (SY, t-F(v)). (3.3) 
And every function 4 on X, has the automorphic extension 4” to Y x R by 
d”b, t) = 4(S”x t - $y, n)) (3.4) 
if ~(y, n) < t < 5( y, n + 1). Observe that if a function g on Y x R satisfies 
g 0 c = g, then g is the automorphic extension of the restriction of g to X,. 
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Let H”( Y x R) be the subalgebra of L”(dv x dt) defined at the end of 
Section 2. Then we notice that H”( Y x R) is weak- * closed in L”(dv x dt). 
Let X and {T,},tR be as in Section 1, and let p be a positive quasi- 
invariant measure in M(X). We denote by 9 the set of all fixed points of 
iT0t.w If E is an invariant subset of A’\9 with p(E) > 0, then the restric- 
tion pLE of p to E is also quasi-invariant and { T, } ,E R may be considered 
as a proper quasi-flow on (A’, pE) without fixed points. Kubo and others 
showed that there is a sequence {E, ),2 I of disjoint invariant sets such that 
X\.?J = U;?, E; and each quasi-flow { Tt}re-R on (A’, pE,) is, in measurable 
fasion, isomorphic to a quasi-flow built under a function (see [9, 
Theorem 3 and Remark 3.11). 
Setting ,u~, = ,uj, we obtain that 
where pu, denotes similarly the restriction of p to 9. Since {Pi} are 
mutually singular to one another, we may identify Hm(p,) with the 
subspace xE,Hm(p) of H”(p). This enables us to represent H%(p) as the 
direct sum of Hm(p9) = L”(p,) and { Hm(pj)},T,, that is, 
Hm(~)=L~(~Ly)OH~(~I)OH5(112)0 . . . . 
Of course, .P(py) may be deleted when ~(9) = 0. Observe that Theorem 1 
holds for the measure p# obviously. Therefore it suffices to show 
Theorem 1 under the assumption that p is a positive quasi-invariant 
measure for which the quasi-flow {T, }tG K on (X, p) is isomorphic to a 
quasi-flow (S,},,, built up by (Y, v, F,p, S). From now on, we always 
identify Xi, p,, and (S,},,, with A’, ,u, and { TI}tER, respectively. 
We may now offer a proof of Theorem 1. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let dl, . . . . dN, and E be as in Theorem 1. Then the 
automorphic extensions 4; (y, t), . . . . ~$,“(y, t) belong to H”( Yx R) and 
their analytic extensions to TX R: satisfy 
max I4,f(y,z)l>l-~ 
1 <.i<N 
on R: for v - a.e. y in Y. It follows from Lemma 2.2 that we may find 
fi, . . . . fN in H”( Y x R) such that 
1;q5: + ‘.’ +f&bN# = 1, 
and 
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We then define functions gj”), 1 <j < N, in H”( Y x R) by 
where g is the transformation defined by (3.3). Since 4,? 0 u = d,T on Y x R, 
we have 
and 
gl”+q + . +g$j,# = 1 (3.5) 
II g’“’ II x < 1 + A(N I E) 3 3 1 <j<N, (3.6) 
for all n. Since H”( Y x R) is weak- * closed in L”(dv x dt), it follows from 
(3.6) and a diagonalization process that there are subnets { gi”‘} of { gjn)}, 
1 <j< N, such that gjP) converges to gi in the weak- * topology. Observe 
that (3.5) and (3.6) hold with gj in place of gj”‘. It is immediate to see that 
gj 0 r~ = g,, 1 d j< N. So there are 11/, , . . . . tiN in H”(p) such that $,’ =gj. 
Clearly $,, . . . . $,v satisfy (1.3) and (1.4), which completes the proof. 
4. WHAT IS THE SUN? 
As is well known, the open unit disc A may be considered as an open 
subset of the maximal ideal space of H”(T), and Carleson’s corona 
theorem states that A is dense in it. In this section, we look for an open 
subset just like A in our setting. The difficulty is partly due to the fact that 
each orbit forms a null set except classical cases. 
Let X {T,l,.Ry pL, and Hm(p) be described as in Section 1. Suppose that 
{T,),.. has no fixed points in X. Since X is compact, we see easily that the 
period P(x) of x, 
P(x)=inf{t>O; T!x=x}, 
is bounded away from zero on X. This assures that the quasi-flow ( T, > It R 
on (X, ,u) is isomorphic, by itself, to some quasi-flow {S, lreR built up by 
( Y, v, F, p, S). Regard L”(v) as a commutative B*-algebra. Then it follows 
from the Gelfand-Naimark theorem that L”(v) is isometrically isomorphic 
to C(Y), where Y is the maximal ideal space of L”(v). Although Y is large 
and intractable, it is quite useful because of its compactness. Recall that 
there is a regular Bore1 measure v on Y such that 
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for each h in L”(v), where h denotes the Gelfand transform of h on Y, and 
we also obtain L”(v) = C(Y) (see, for example, [4, Chap. I, Sect. 93). On 
the other hand, the quasi-automorphism S of (Y, v) induces an isometric 
isomorphism S of L”(v) onto itself by S/z(y) = h(S(y)) on Y. It then 
follows from the Banach-Stone Forem that there is a homeomorphism S 
of Y onto itself satisfying that Sh(y)=@S(y)) for each h in L”(v). Since 
the ceiling function F is bounded and bounded away from zero, P may be 
regarded as a positive continuous function on Y. Let X be the compact 
Hausdorff space obtained from the region in Y x R under the graph of F, 
X= {(y,s);Ods<F(y)foryinY), 
by identifying (y, P(y)) with (Sy, 0) for each y in Y. We define {S,},,, by 
(3.2) with S in place of S. Then it can be easily seen that {S, } ,E R is a 
continuous flow on X. 
Let (52, 2) be a o-finite measure space, and let BQ be the a-algebra on 
which 1* is defined. When Sz is locally compact, gQ denotes usually the 
a-algebra of all Bore1 sets in Q. We then denote by the pair (gQ, 1) the 
measure algebra associated with aQ and 1*, that is, the Boolean a-algebra 
of all equivalent classes in gQ modulo A-null sets (as discussed in [6, 
pp. 42-451). It will cause no confusion if we use the same letter to 
designate a member of gQ and its equivalent class in (ga, ;I). 
Let mR denote the Lebesgue measure on R. Then the product measures 
vxmR and vxmR on Y x R and Y x R are a-finite measure defined on 
.!?8’y x BR and gv x gR, respectively. We now construct a Boolean 
isomorphism W of (&?,, x gR, vxm,) onto (ayxgB,, vxm,). If A lies in 
gr, then 
A= {YEY;~L(Y)= 11 
is open and closed in Y. So the rectangle A x I belongs to ai, x aR for any 
interval I in R. We put W(A x I) = A x I and extend W to the algebra J&’ 
of all unions of hnite disjoint rectangles in g,, x@~. We notice that 
v x m,(A x I) = v x mR( W(A x I)). Suppose that E in gi, x gR satisfies that 
0 < v x m,(E) < co. Then we may choose a sequence {E,} in Y such that 
vxm,(E A E,)+O, as j+CO, 
where E a E, denotes the symmetric difference of E and E,. This shows 
that (xE,} forms a Cauchy sequence in L’(dv x dt). We see that {x~,~,)J is 
also a Cauchy sequence in L’(dv x dt) that converges to the characteristic 
function xE of some E in & x gR. Define W(E) = E. Since v x mR is a-finite 
on Y x R, W may be extended to an isomorphism of (a,, x gR, v x mR) into 
(?&. xk&?‘,, v xmR). By the similar way as in above, we see easily that W 
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maps (gy x gR, vxm,) onto (gyxBR, vxm.) and that vxm,(E)= 
v x mR( W(E)) for each E in %?,, x 9JR. 
We next show that W induces a unique positive isometry @ of 
LP(dv x dt) onto Lp(dv x dt), 1 6p d co. If g is a step-function g = C E,xE, 
on Y x R, then we define 
@(g) =c ~,XW(E,,. 
Then we see that 11 g II,, = 11 @( g)ll,, 1 <p < co. By density of step-functions, 
CD extends to a positive isometry of LP(dv x dt) onto LP(dv x dt). On the 
other hand, if g lies in L’(dv x dt) and if h lies in L”(dv x dt), then we have 
@(g/z)=@(g)@(h) and 
Therefore @ is a homeomorphism of L”(dv xdt) onto L”(dvx dt) with 
respect to the weak- * topologies. We may also see that CD is an 
isomorphism of L”(dv x dt) onto L”(dv x dt). If we set 
for each g in L”(dv x dt), then the map of t to U,g is continuous with 
respect to the weak- * topology. For each f in L’(R), the convolution g *f 
by (2.7) is a weak- * convergent integral. So we obtain that @(g *f) = 
Q(g) *J: It follows from this fact that @(H”( Y x R)) = H”(Y x R). 
Let p be the positive function in (3.1). Then we define the quasi-invariant 
measure p in M(X) by 
dW, s)= @(P)(Y, s) dv(y) x ds. (4.1) 
We now show that H”(p) retains the properties of H”(p). It is easy to 
see that L”(p) and L”(p) may be identified with xXL”(dvxdt) and 
xXLz(dv x dt), respectively. Restricting <p to Lm(p), we obtain an isometric 
isomorphism G1 of L”(p) onto L”(p). Of course, @i extends to an 
isometry of Lp(p) onto Lp(p), 16~ d co. Let H”(p)# be the space of all 
automorphic extensions 4” to Yx R of 4 in Ha(p) (see the definition 
(3.4)). Since p is quasi-invariant, a function g in H”( Y x R) belongs to 
H”(p)# if and only if g = go cr on Y x R, where cr is the transformation by 
(3.3). This yields that H”(p)# is a weak- * closed subspace of H”( Yx R). 
We then see easily that @(Hm(p)#)= H”(r)#, and this implies that 
@l(ff”(P)) = ff”(C). 
We may summarize as follows. 
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LEMMA 4.1. Let Q1 be the isometric isomorphism of Lea(p) onto Lm(p) 
in above. Then Q1 maps H”(p) onto H”(p). Consequently, we may identify 
their maximal ideal spaces via the adjoint @T of @, . 
We here make some remarks about continuous functions on X. Let d 
and II/ be two functions in C(X). Suppose that 4(x) = $(x) for p - a.e. x in 
X. Since the interior of the v-null set is empty in Y, the definition (4.1) of 
p shows that they coincide on a dense subset of X. So we have 4 = $I on 
X by their continuity. If 4 lies in H”(p) n C(X) and ifflies in H’(R), then 
the continuous function 4 *f satisfies that 4 *f(x) = 0 for p - a.e. x in X. 
Hence 4 *f= 0 on X. This yields that A(X) = H”(p) n C(X). 
For each 4 in A(X), we extend 4 to X x [0, CD) by 
6(x, r) = { ~(~~i,o if r =O, if r > 0. (4.2) 
Then we have the following. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let A(X) be the uniform algebra of all continuous analytic 
functions on X. Then the following assertions hold: 
(i) The function of (x, r), 4(x, r), is continuous on XX [0, co) for 
each 4 in A(X). 
(ii) Let F be the family of all 4(x, r) of 6, in A(X). Then 9 separates 
the points on X x [0, CO). 
(iii) If U(x,, rO) is a neighborhood of (x,, r,,) in Xx [0, co), then 
there are 41, . . ..dN in A(X) such that Jj(xO,rO)=O, 1 <j<N, and the 
neighborhood of (x0, rO), 
V(xo, ro) = {(x, r); IEj(X, r)l < 1, 1 <j< Nj, 
is contained in U(x,, rO). Consequently, the product topology on X x [0, co) 
coincides with the weak-topology induced by F. 
Proof: (i) Since {P,,(t); r > O> is an approximate identity for L’(R), we 
see by [2, Lemma 1 ] that 
II 4 * p, - 4 II no + 0, as r 40. 
So 4(x, r) is continuous at each point (x, 0). For given points (x, r) and 
(w, s) in X x (0, oo), we have easily that 
I &X2 r) - C&W9 s)l d II 4 II m II pir - PI, II I 
+ I4 * p1.7(x)-4 * pi.r(w)l. 
Since 4 * P,, lies in C(X), 6(x, r) is continuous on X x (0, co). 
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(ii) Recall that if a real measure I in M(X) is orthogonal to A(X), 
then 1 is invariant (see [ll, Propositions 2.1 and 2.21). From this fact, (ii) 
follows easily. 
(iii) Let 4 be a function in A(X) which is not constant. We denote 
by p(t) the Fourier transform off in L’(R). If f(t) vanishes on [ -s, cc ) 
with s>O, then the function of t, e--i,fd *f‘(S,x), lies in H”(R). Hence 
there is a function $ in ,4(X) for which 1+6(x,, rO) = 2 and the function of 
t, eci,‘r $(S,x), lies in H”(R) for all x in X. Since 
on X x [0, co), we may choose large A4 > 0 satisfying that / 6(x, r)l -=c 1 on 
Xx(M,cc). Define d,=$-2. Then we see q5,(xo,r,,)=0 and 
{(x, r); Id,(x, r)l < 1) is contained in the compact subset X x [0, M]. On 
the other hand, for each (x, r) in X x [0, M]\U(x,, r,), there is a function 
0 in A(X) such that 8(x, r) = 2 and 0(x,, r,)=O by (ii). Since 
Xx [0, M]\U(x,, rO) is compact, we may find d2, . . . . dN in ,4(X) which 
have desired properties. 
We now attend to some measure theoretic difficulties (see [4, 
Chap. VII, Lemma 12.21). 
LEMMA 4.3. Let 1+4 be a function in H”(p). Then there is a bounded Bore1 
function q5, on X such that ~S(X)=~~(X) for p-a.e. x in X and that the 
function of (x, r), ~+6, * P,(x), is continuous on X X (0, a). 
Proof. Let 0 < r < co. We first show that there is a rjr in A(X) such that 
4 * P,,(x) = ijr(x) for p-a.e. x in X. Let ##(y, t) denote the automorphic 
extension of o(x) = &y, s) to Y x R. We then define a function g,,(t) on R 
by 
g,(t) = d”(Y, t). (4.3) 
Since II 4 II m < co, it follows from Fubini’s theorem that there is a v-null set 
N in Y satisfying that {g,,(t); y in Y\N} is uniformly bounded as a family 
of H”(R). This implies that the family 
1 gy * p,,(t); Y in Y\N) 
is equi-continuous on R. On the other hand, Fubini’s theorem also shows 
that there is a dt-null set J in R such that the measurable function of y, 
4” * P,,(y, t), lies in L”(v) if t in R\J is fixed. We may choose a sequence 
{t,,} in R\J which . is dense in R. Then there is a continuous function 
h(y, t,) on Y for which 
4” * P,,(Y> 1,) = MY> t,,) (4.4) 
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for v-a.e. y in Y. Since the interior of the exceptional null set in Y is empty, 
h(y, t,) is uniquely determined. Moreover since { tn} is countable, the 
exceptional null set may be chosen independent of r,,. We then extend h to 
YxRby 
h(y, t) = lim 0, [,I, 
j+ (*i 
where (t, 1 is a subsequence of {t, } that converges to t. Indeed, it follows 
from (4.4) and the equi-continuity of (g, * P,,(t); y in Y\N} that the 
sequence { h(y, tj) } is a Cauchy sequence in C(Y). Hence the function of y, 
h(y, t), lies in C(Y). It is easy to see that the family {h(y, t); y in Y 1 of 
functions on R is also equi-continuous on R. This implies that h(y, t) is 
continuous on Y x R as a function of (y, t). Since h(y, t) = 4” * P,,(y, t) for 
dv x dt-a.e. (y, t) in Y x R, h(y, t) is the automorphic extension of some $, 
in A(X). This shows that $,(x)=4 * P,(x) for p-a.e. x in X. 
We next determine a desired Bore1 version d1 of 4. Since above tj, 
belongs to A(X), it follows from (i) of Lemma 4.2 that 
k(Y, t + iu) = $P * p,,,-.,(Y, f) 
is continuous on Y x {t + iu; (t, U) in R x [r, co)}. Observe that $,” (y, t) = 
+J+ * P,,,-,,( y, t) if 0 <s < r. Therefore k(y, t + iu) extends continuously to 
Y x R: . We also see that the function of t + iu, k(y, t + iu), is analytic on 
R: and satisfies 
lk(Y, t+iu)l G II4II% 
on R:. Let {u,} be a sequence with U, > 0 that converges to 0. Then we 
define 
k,( y, t) = lim sup Re k(y, t + iui) + i lim sup Im k(y, t + iuj). 
;- o(I ,-SC 
Then k, is a Bore1 function on Y x R. Furthermore, since Fatou’s theorem 
assures that 
k, (y, ff = !eo k(y, t + iu) = gy (t) 
for dt-a.e. t in R, we see that k, (y, t) = 4 # ( y, t) for dv x dt-a.e. (y, t) in 
Y x R by (4.3). Since k, = k, 00 on Y x R, the restriction 4, of k, to X is 
a desired Bore1 function. 
Recall A%!~ denotes the maximal ideal space of H”(p). By Lemma 4.1 we 
may regard Am as the one of H”(p). Given (x, r) in X x (0, GO ), we define 
Wx, r)(d) =6,(x, r) = 4, * P.(x) (4.5) 
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for all d in H”(p), where di is the Bore1 version of 4 by Lemma 4.3. Then 
n maps Xx (0, co) into A&. It follows from Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 that Z7 
is one-to-one and continuous. 
The following is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let A& and II be as in above. Then n(X x (0, 0~)) is dense 
in A#~. 
Now we determine a desired open subset of J!=. 
Proof qf Theorem 2. By Lemma 4.4, it is enough to verify that 
Z7(X x (0, co)) is open in AZ. If (x,, r,,) lies in X x (0, co), then we put 
U(x,, r,)=Xx (rO-6, r,+6), where 0<6<r,. Let 4i, . . . . #N, and 
V(x,, rO) be as described in (iii) of Lemma 4.2. Define the neighborhood 
f+‘(fl(x,, ro)) of n(x,, ro) in JG by 
wmxo> ro))= {~EJ&; It( < 1, 1 GGN}. 
Then we see by (4.5) that 
n( Vxo,ro)) = Wn(xo, roll n WX x (0, a)), (4.6) 
since V/(x,, rO) is a subset of X x (0, acl). We claim that A’( V(x,, rO)) = 
IV(ZZ(x,, r,,)). Indeed, suppose that 5 lies in IV’(Z7(x,, rO)). It follows from 
Lemma 4.4 and (4.6) that there is a net {U(xP, rp)} in Z7( V(x,, rO)) that 
converges to r in the weak- * topology on &Zm. Since the compact set 
Xx [r,- 6, r,+ S] includes V(x,, r,), we may assume that (xa, rp) con- 
verges to some point (w, s) in X x [r, - 6, r0 + S]. Since Z7 is continuous on 
Xx (0, co), we see that Z7(w, s)= 4. We thus obtain Z7( V(x,, rO)) = 
wmxo, r. )) since (w, s) lies in I/(x0, r. ) by (4.6). Consequently we see 
that ZZ(X x (0, co)) is open in AZ. 
Since X x (0, 1) and X x (0, co) are homeomorphic via the map 
(x, -log t), X x (0, 1) may be embedded in A’= as an open dense subset, 
which completes the proof. 
5. REMARKS 
(a) Let X {T,)rER, 
and A(X) be as in Section 1. Suppose that 
#r, . . . . 4N in A(X) satisfy that, for some 6 > 0, 
max 
lSj<N 
I dj * P,(X)1 2 6 
on X. We do not know whether there are $i, . . . . rj,+. in A(X) such that 
IcI141+ ..’ +Il/‘&.w= 12 
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generally. In the special case where { T, } It R is strictly ergodic, this holds 
because Xx [0, cc ) is dense in the maximal ideal space of A(X) (see [ 12, 
Theorem II] and [ 141). Let X, {S, jtt H, and A(X) be as in Section 4. We 
see easily that A(X) satisfies this property, although {SIllsR is far from 
strict ergodicity. Incidentally, A(X) is a logmodular algebra which is not a 
Dirichlet algebra. 
(b) Let us make a few remarks on the maximal ideal space m(H%) 
of H”(T). If 1~1 = 1, then we denote by !J.J& the fiber of !IR(Hz) over CI, 
more explicitly, 
where z is the coordinate function on A. Although the structure of !JJIm 
seems to be quite difficult, we may draw a large portion, in a sense, of VI, 
concretely by some facts obtained in Section 4. 
Assume that E = 1, and let w be the conformal map of A onto R: defined 
by w(z) = i( 1 + z)/( 1 -z). Then M: maps H”(T) onto H”(R) isometrically 
by putting w(f) = f 0 w ~ ’ for each fin H”(T). An easy calculation shows 
that d9/2n is carried onto dt/n( 1 + t’). In order to investigate the fiber ‘9JI,, 
we look into the behavior of a function in H”(R) around at infinity since 
w( 1) = 00. Transplant H”(R) onto the space of analytic functions on a coil 
with pitch one. More precisely, let X denote the quotient space obtained 
from Z x [0, I] by identifying (n, 1) with (n + I, 0) for all n in Z. We 
regard R as X, hence each function in H”(R) is considered as the one on 
X. Observe that the usual translation CT,},, R on R may be represented by 
T,(n, s) = (n + [s + t], s + t - [s + t]) 
on X, where [t] is the largest integer not exceeding t. We define the dis- 
crete measure v on Z by v( {Q}) = l/( 1 + n’). Let m, be the restriction of the 
Lebesgue measure to [0, 11. Then dt/n( 1 + t2) is mutually absolutely con- 
tinuous with respect to v x m, on X. Let S denote the shift operator on Z, 
that is, Sn = n + 1, and let Z, S, X, and {S,},, R be as in Section 4. Since 
L”(v) = I”(Z), Z becomes the Stoneecech compactification PZ of Z. We 
see that X is obtained from /?Z x [0, I] by identifying (y, 1) with (Sy, 0) for 
all y in /3Z, and that 
S,(y, s) = (SC’+“’ y, t+s- [t+s]) 
for each (y, s) in X. It follows from Lemmas 4.1 and 4.3 that every 4 in 
H”(R) may be extended to Xx (0, cc) continuously by (4.5). From this 
fact, we see that (X\X) x (0, co) may be considered as a subset of m, and 
that Xx (0, co) is identified with R: Given x = (y, s) in X\X, we denote 
by O(x) the orbit of x, 
O(x) = j&x; tin R}. 
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Then O(x) x (0, co) represents an analytic embedding of the open unit disc 
into mm,. It might be interesting that our picture shows visibly that f132, con- 
tains uncountable many pairwise disjoint such analytic discs. Furthermore 
we see directly each analytic disc is approximated by R?+ .
By Lemma 4.3, we observe that if a homomorphism 4 of A(X) does not 
lie in its Silov boundary X, then { lies in m, . As is well known, there are 
invariant measures on X with respect to {S, }I, R. Then the Krein-Milman 
theorem assures the existence of an invariant probability measure which is 
ergodic. Such a measure determines a one-point part P, lying off the Silov 
boundary of H” (T). It follows from the individual ergodic theorem that P, 
is also an accumulation point of R: . In view of the discrete spectrum 
theorem, Helson’s work [7] would play an important role in the study of 
algebras on fibers. 
Finally, we would like to point out some facts about invariant measures 
on X. It follows from Hoffman’s theorem (see, for example, [S, Chap. X]) 
that there are many non-ergodic invaiant measures which are representing 
measures of A(X). On the other hand, as a consequence of the fact that 
A(X) is not a Dirichlet algebra, a non-zero invariant measure is orthogonal 
to A(X). 
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Nore added in proof: One consequence of (b) in Section 5 should be noted: Let M be a 
minimal set in (X, {S,},,,). By identifying (S,},,, with its restriction to M, (M, (S,),,,) 
becomes a minimal flow. Then surprisingly, the induced uniform algebra A(M) on M cannot 
be a Dirichlet algebra. This answers a question posed by F. Frelli (Acres CongrPs Internaf. 
Math. 2 (1970), 456-457). For the proof, see our subsequent note “Flows in Fibers.” 
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